Speeding up convolutional neural networks (CNN) on mobile platform such as cellular phones is an important problem in real world application of deep learning. The computational task is to reduce network complexity while maintaining its accuracy. In this work, we study weight binarization of CNN where two key steps in network training are projection and gradient descent. We found a new projection formula for training binary weight CNNs. The projection formula measures the error in approximating a full precision (32 bit) vector by a 1-bit vector in the 1 norm instead of the regular 2 norm. Given a real vector w ∈ R D , the 1 projection to the binary weight set
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The regular 2 projection follows if the median operation is replaced by the arithmetic average. Closed form projection formulas are also derived for 2 and higher bit cases.
Experiments on an audio CNN with 2 convolutional layers and one fully connected layer [2] for classification of 10 keywords show that our median based BinaryConnect (BC) method outperforms the regular BC [1] , regardless of cold or warm start. The binary network trained by the median BC method and a recent blending technique [3] reaches test accuracy 92.4 %, which is 1.1% lower than the full-precision network accuracy 93.5 %. On Android phone app, the trained binary network doubles the speed of full-precision network in spoken keywords recognition. Improvements by our median BC method over [1] are also observed in training binary VGG networks (VGG-11, VGG-13, VGG-16) on CIFAR-10 image data sets.
